While the parallelization of blockstructured adaptive mesh refinement techniques is relatively straight-forward on shared memory architectures, appropriate distribution strategies for the emerging generation of distributed memory machines are a topic of on-going research. In this paper, a localitypreserving domain decomposition is proposed that partitions the entire AMR hierarchy from the base level on. It is shown that the approach reduces the communication costs and simplifies the implementation. Emphasis is put on the effective parallelization of the flux correction procedure at coarse-fine boundaries, which is indispensable for conservative finite volume schemes. An easily reproducible standard benchmark and a highly resolved parallel AMR simulation of a diffracting hydrogen-oxygen detonation demonstrate the proposed strategy in practice.
Introduction
The adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) method after Berger and Collela [2] is widely used for adaptive simulations on logically rectangular finite volume meshes. Instead of replacing single cells by finer ones, the AMR method constructs a hierarchy of properly nested refinement grids. The striking efficiency of this algorithm, in particular for instationary supersonic gas dynamical problems, was demonstrated by Berger and her collaborators in [1] .
Up to now, various reliable implementations of the AMR method for single processor computers have been developed [3, 4] . Even implementations for parallel computers with shared memory architecture have reached a stable state [1] . Parallelism is an inherent feature of the AMR algorithm and in a shared memory environment simply the numerical solution on the whole sequence of grids has to be advanced in parallel to achieve a sufficient loadbalancing. The question for an efficient parallelization strategy becomes more delicate for distributed memory machines, because the costs of communication can not be neglected anymore. Due to the technical difficulties in implementing hierarchical adaptive methods in a distributed memory environment only few parallelization efforts are documented, cf. [11, 10, 7] . This paper describes a rigorous domain decomposition approach that partitions the entire hierarchy from the base level on. By employing ghost or halo cell regions, which are synchronized whenever the algorithm applies boundary conditions, an overlap between subgrids is constructed that allows most operations of the AMR algorithm to be carried out strictly local. After a brief characterization of the employed finite volume methods in Sec. 2, we review the sequential AMR algorithm in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we specify the domain decomposition and discuss the necessary extensions of the previously described subroutines in parallel. Sec. 5 presents parallel AMR simulations for the Euler equations of gas dynamics obtained with our public domain code AMROC [6] on typical Linux-Beowulf-clusters.
Finite Volume Schemes
The Berger-Collela AMR method is a dynamic mesh adaptation approach, which is tailored especially for the adaptive numerical solution of hyperbolic conservation laws
on logically rectangular finite volume (FV) meshes. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the two-dimensional case and assume an equidistant FV discretization of the computational domain G 0 ⊂ R 2 with mesh widths ∆x 1 , ∆x 2 and a constant time step ∆t. The discrete mesh points are defined by
we define a discrete value Q κ ij as an approximation to the vector of state q(x, t) averaged over the control volume
). These values are updated by a time-explicit conservative (2s + 1)
2 -point FV scheme of the form
with numerical fluxes given by
For vanishing boundary fluxes, scheme (2) satisfies the important discrete conservation property i,j Q κ+1 jk
, which is essential for the correctness of the approximation, if Eq. (1) admits discontinuous solutions, as it is the case e.g. for Euler equations. The numerical fluxes in (2) are often evaluated by solving a Riemann problem between neighboring cells approximately. In this case, a typical stability condition for H (∆t) could be
where S j+ 1 2 ,k , S j,k+ 1 2 denote the maximal signal speeds in both space directions according to the approximative solution of the Riemann problems at the cell interfaces.
Blockstructured Adaptive Mesh Refinement
A significant advantage of the blockstructured idea over other mesh refinement strategies is that the update operator H (·) only needs to be implemented on a single uniform Cartesian grid G, where s layers of auxiliary cells (ghost or halo cells) around G should be employed to define discrete boundary conditions. Cells flagged by various error indicators are clustered dynamically at run-time into non-overlapping rectangular subgrids G l,m that define the domain of an entire level l = 0, . . . , l max by
Refinement grids are derived recursively from coarser ones and a hierarchy of successively embedded levels is thereby constructed. All mesh widths on level l are r l -times finer than on level l − 1, i.e. ∆t l := ∆t l−1 /r l and ∆x n,l := ∆x n,l−1 /r l with r l ∈ N, r l ≥ 2 for l > 0 and r 0 = 1, and a time-explicit FV scheme (in principle) remains stable under a condition like (3) on all levels of the hierarchy. The recursive integration order visualized in the left sketch of Fig. 1 is an important difference to unstructured adaptation strategies and is one of the main reasons for the high efficiency of the approach.
The numerical scheme is applied on level l by calling the single-grid routines H (·) in a loop over all subgrids G l,m . The execution of the numerical loop in UpdateLevel() in Alg. 1 requires the previous setting of the ghost cell values. Three types of boundary conditions have to be considered in the sequential case, see right sketch of Fig. 1 . Cells outside of the root domain G 0 are used to implement physical boundary conditions. Ghost cells in G l have a unique interior cell analogue and are set by copying the data value from the grid, where the interior cell is contained (synchronization). On the root level no further boundary conditions need to be considered, but for l > 0 also internal boundaries can occur. They are set by a conservative time-space interpolation from two previously calculated time steps of level l − 1.
Beside a general data tree that stores the topology of the hierarchy, the AMR method requires at most two regular arrays assigned to each subgrid, which contain the discrete vector of state Q for the actual and updated time step. In the following, we denote by Q l (t) and Q l (t + ∆t l ) the unions of these arrays on level l. The regularity of the input data for the numerical routines allows high performance on vector and super-scalar processors and 
Conservative Flux Correction
Replacing coarse cell values by averaged fine grid values modifies the numerical stencil on the coarse grid. In general the important property of conservation is lost. A flux correction is necessary that introduces the involved fine grid fluxes into Eq. (2). In two and three space dimensions hanging nodes additionally have to be considered. As an example we consider cell (j, k) in Fig. 2 on level l. After the numerical update on level l a correction term associated to the boundary of level l + 1 is initialized by δF
. During the r l+1 update steps of level l + 1 all necessary fine level fluxes are accumulated, i.e. with µ = 0, . . . , r l+1 − 1. After the integration of the fine level, the correction is applied by calculatinǧ
The edge-or face-centered flux correction terms δF
have to be stored along the boundaries, where a level l > 0 abuts the next coarser level. To avoid the usage of the numerical fluxes F n on the entire level, the grid-wise application of the numerical scheme and the computation of the correction terms are effectively combined in UpdateLevel() in the loop over all all grids on level l.
Correct Q l (t + ∆t l ) with δF n,l+1
t := t + ∆t l Alg. 1. Recursive AMR algorithm.
Regrid(l)
For ι = lc Downto l Do Flag N ι according to Q ι (t) If level ι + 1 exists? Flag N ι belowGι+2 Flag buffer zone on N ι GenerateGι+1 from N ι G l := G l For ι = l To lc Do CGι := G0\Gι,Gι+1 :=Gι+1\CG 1 ι
Recompose(l)
Alg. 2. Regridding procedure.
Recursive Grid Generation
The basic recursive AMR algorithm is formulated in Alg. 1. Except the regridding procedure, all operations have already been explained. New refinement grids on all higher levels are created by calling Regrid() from level l. Level l by itself is not modified. To consider the nesting of the level domains already in the grid generation, Alg. 2 starts at the highest refineable level l c , where 0 ≤ l c < l max . The refinement flags are stored in grid-based integer arrays N ι . A clustering algorithm [1] is necessary to create a new refinementG ι+1 on basis of N ι until the ratio between flagged and all cells in every new grid G ι+1,m is above a prescribed threshold 0 < η tol < 1.
Before the new gridsG ι+1 can be used to replace G ι+1 , the proper nesting of the new refinement grids has to be enforced over the modified hierarchy. In Alg. 2 we evaluate the invalid region for level ι + 1 by calculating the complement CG ι := G 0 \G ι of the next coarser level domainG ι in G 0 and by enlarging CG ι by one additional layer of cells on level ι. We denote this enlarged region by CG The reinitialization of the hierarchy is done in the subroutine Recompose(l), which is formulated in Alg. 3a. In particular, grid-based auxiliary datȃ Q(G ι , t) is necessary to reorganize the vector of state. Cells in newly refined regionsG ι \G ι are initialized by interpolation, values of cells inG ι ∩ G ι are copied. As interpolation requires the previous synchronized reorganization of Q ι−1 (t), the recomposition algorithm traverses the hierarchy upwards.
Parallelization by Domain Decomposition
We follow a rigorous domain decomposition approach and partition the AMR hierarchy from the root level on. We assume a parallel machine with P identical nodes and split the root domain G 0 into P non-overlapping portions G p 0 , p = 1, . . . , P by
The key idea now is that all higher level domains are required to follow the decomposition of the root level, i.e.
Condition (5) can cause the splitting of a subgrid G l,m into multiple subgrids on different processors. Under requirement (5) we estimate the work on an arbitrary subdomain Ω ⊂ G 0 by
Herein, N l (·) denotes the total number of FV cells on level l in the given domain. The product in (6) is used to consider the time step refinement. A nearly equal distribution of the work necessitates
A considerable advantage of the proposed decomposition strategy is the reduction of the communication costs. Together with the use of ghost cells our approach allows an almost local execution of Alg. 1. In particular, the interlevel operations interpolation and averaging remain strictly local. The only parallel operations that have to be considered additionally are the parallel ghost cell synchronization and the application of flux correction terms across processor borders. Especially UpdateLevel() need not be modified. Apparently, the new vector of state on each subgrid G p l,m and the fluxes can be computed strictly local, but also the evaluation of the correction terms does not require communication.
Local Calculation of Flux Corrections
To illustrate this, we assume a parallel border in Fig. 2 at j − is also computed on node q, where (j, k) is interior and (j − 1, k) is a ghost cell. As the ghost cells have been synchronized before the numerical update, the same boundary flux is calculated on both nodes, cf. Fig. 3 . The fine grid fluxes F
1,l+1
v+1/2,w+ν are only available on p, because no abutting interior fine grid cell exists on q. As the correction term δF is also stored on p the summation in (4) remains local. The only operation of the flux correction that necessarily requires communication is the final application of the correction terms as mentioned in the previous section. But the communication costs are minor, because the corrections are only necessary along lower-dimensional domains.
Parallel Grid Generation
Analogous to Alg. 1 the regridding in Alg. 2 is hardly affected by the parallelization. The flagging of cells on each level can be done locally. If a refinement criterion requires auxiliary time steps (i.e. error estimation by Richardson extrapolation, cf. [2] ), additional synchronizations will be necessary, but this does not affect Alg. 2. The only operation in Alg. 2 that needs special attention is the clustering.
The clustering algorithm could be executed strictly locally on N (G p ι ) or it could be executed on the data of the entire level N (G ι ). Usually, the results will be identical for η tol = 1 only. To avoid the expensive global concatenation of all data sets N (G The main changes in the regridding procedure are in Recompose(l). Instead of Alg. 3a we apply Alg. 3b. Due to our distribution strategy we now have to consider a complete reorganization of the entire hierarchy even for a regridding at a higher level. In particular, the whole relevant data of levels with ι ≤ l have to be copied. Like the synchronization operation, these copy operations are partially local and parallel. For levels with ι < l the relevant data is Q ι (t), Q ι (t + ∆t ι ) and δF n,ι , for level l we have to copy Q l (t) and δF n,l . The initialization of a level with ι > l is in principle identical to Alg. 3a. Interpolation is a strictly local operation, provided that the next coarser level has already been reorganized. The copy operation is a combination of local and parallel copy.
Alg. 3b is significantly more complex than Alg. 3a, because it considers the general case of a complete parallel redistribution of the AMR hierarchy even at higher level time steps. However, in practice it usually suffices to allow this operation only on the root level. Under this simplification, Alg. 3b reduces mostly to Alg. 3a. The creation of the new load-balanced distributions G p 0
Computational Results
We use a standard test for Euler equations of a single polytropic gas to evaluate the proposed parallelization strategy within the MPI-based AMROC implementation [6] . A homogeneous circular region of high pressure and density expands in an enclosed box. After a few time steps, the initial discontinuity separates into a rapidly expanding discontinuous shock wave, a following slower contact discontinuity and a collapsing smooth rarefaction wave.
We utilize a base grid of 150 × 150 cells and apply a two-level refinement with the factors r 1 = 2 and r 2 = 4. About 200 root level grid time steps with C CF L ≈ 0.8 to t end = 0.5 were computed, where the Clawpack implementation of the Wave Propagation Method [8] with the approximate Riemann solver of Roe was employed as numerical update routine. A repartitioning of the hierarchy was done only at root level time steps, cf. Sec. 4.2. A standard Linux-Beowulf-cluster of Pentium-III-1 GHz CPUs connected with Fast Ethernet (effective bandwidth ≈ 40 MB) was used for the benchmarks. Exemplary results on eight nodes are shown in Fig. 4 . While the AMROC computation on one node required 152 min, the execution time decreased to remarkable 13.9 min on 16 nodes. Tab. 1 shows a breakdown of the computational [2] and at least for a moderate number of computing nodes we achieve an acceptable parallel efficiency.
In order to demonstrate that our parallelization approach is also well suited for cutting-edge AMR simulations, we briefly present exemplary results for a two-dimensional hydrogen-oxygen detonation propagating out of a tube into unconfinement. The simulation reproduces the critical width for square tubes and is in perfect qualitative agreement with experimental results. The computation was run effectively in less than 4 days real time on a Linux-Beowulfcluster of 48 CPUs and spent ≈ 2000 h CPU time in the update operator H (·) , which was a special approximative Riemann solver for multi-component Euler equations with general equation of state. The reaction terms according to a detailed non-equilibrium reaction mechanism were incorporated numerically into H (·) with a fractional step method and required the additional solution of a stiff initial value problem in each FV cell. See [5] for details.
As detonation simulations require an extraordinarily high local resolution to capture the influence of the chemical kinetics correctly, the computation benefits remarkably from dynamic mesh adaptation. The graphics in Fig. 5 display the solution on the refinement levels 240 µs after the detonation has left the tube (730 root level time steps with C CF L ≈ 0.8, one half of the domain was simulated) and the enormous efficiency of the refinement is apparent. The base grid used 508 × 288 cells and four levels of refinement with r 1,2,3 = 2, r 4 = 4, which corresponds to ≈ 150 M cells, but at the time step displayed the simulation uses less than 3.0 M cells on all levels.
Conclusions
We have described a locality-preserving parallelization strategy for the blockstructured AMR algorithm after Berger and Colella, which is tailored especially for distributed memory machines. The approach is based on domain decomposition and reduces the communication costs. In particular, the important flux correction procedure, which can become quite complicated in a distributed memory environment, can be implemented with ease. Benchmark calculations with our MPI-based implementation AMROC show promising parallel speed-up and we were able to obtain exceptional detonation simulations with the framework on standard Linux-Beowulf-clusters, cf. [5] . 
